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Abstract: This study took the ergonomics design course as an example to propose a design teaching
model of multidisciplinary participatory design (MPD), and investigated the effects of this teaching
model on the engineering design behavior of college students. We used lag behavior sequential
analysis to compare the design behaviors of three student groups: a participatory design (PD)
experimental group, an MPD experimental group, and a control group. The results of the study
show that (1) students in the PD experimental group had 13 significant sequential engineering design
behaviors, students in the MPD experimental group had 10, and students in the control group had
only seven. The engineering design behaviors of the experimental groups were more diversified than
those of the control group. (2) The three groups of students had a small number of significant design
behavior transfers in the engineering design process, indicating that the students’ sequential design
behaviors between two different design activities were insufficient. We concluded by detailing the
pros and cons of using the MPD teaching model based on the results of this study, and hopefully by
providing a reference for teaching engineering design.
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1. Introduction

Engineering design teaching pays special attention to students’ cognitive structures related to
the design process [1,2]. The design process cannot be taught only by lecturing, but also requires
more teaching strategies [3]. Currently, most design teaching processes adopt project-based learning,
allowing students to implement designs based on actual design issues. Learning by doing allows
students to accumulate relevant design knowledge, technology and experience [4].

According to the above, at the core of a design course, which is of the utmost importance,
is enabling students to acquire all of the necessary key abilities for completing the design process and
achieving innovative design results [5]. However, students often ignore the importance of iterations
(i.e., repeating the same deign behavior continuously) and transfers (i.e., sequential design behaviors
from one to the other), skipping design processes such as re-design, feasibility and communication.
Therefore, students’ concepts of these processes are vague [6]. Some of the usual problems involved in
design include the challenging, poorly structured, complex and difficult to define requirements [7],
and users may have different perceptions and attitudes toward the same design issue. Therefore,
only by understanding design issues and users from different perspectives, repeatedly diagnosing
design problems with stakeholders in the design process, and constantly modifying the design can
students reach the end of the design process [8]. Consequently, how teachers improve students’
understanding and practice of the design process is of great importance [9].

Design courses can be divided into two categories, namely, the capstone course and the
cornerstone course [10]. Most design courses first enlighten students with basic cornerstone courses
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(including courses providing declarative and procedural knowledge) [11], and then implement capstone
project-based learning courses. All design departments have capstone project-based learning courses
every semester to train students in the engineering design process using the knowledge and skills
they have learned. However, as mentioned earlier, with the advancement of technology, design issues
have become diverse and complex, and students often lack experience in observation, interviews,
knowledge in design theory, and practical experience in engineering design activities [12]. They need
the assistance of more roles to understand users in depth, and to guide them to evaluate design issues.
In other words, design education requires the cooperation of different professions to help students
understand the needs of users, to conduct in-depth research on different knowledge issues, and then to
determine which issues are at the core and which issues need to be further studied.

In view of the abovementioned design teaching issues, this study found that participatory design
(PD) emphasizes cooperation among users, stakeholders and designers so as to deeply participate in
the design process [13], as well as multidisciplinary collaboration. The use of collaborative learning
could be combined into a “multidisciplinary participatory design (MPD)” [8], which could become a
different teaching strategy for strengthening students’ understanding and practice of the engineering
design process, thereby stimulating creativity [14].

1.1. Multidisciplinary Approach in Design Education

Design is a profession that requires the integration of humanities, art, technology, engineering,
and other related sciences, aesthetics, materials, mechanics and physics [15]. However, it is impossible
for designers to know in-depth all the fields; this requires multi-domain experts to work together
to achieve a balance among user needs, product production, application feasibility and product
sustainability [16]. Therefore, design education should focus on communication and cooperation with
experts in multiple fields in order to help students construct ways to apply cross-domain knowledge
to generate creative ideas [17], as these abilities will affect the future employment of students [18].
However, in a multi-domain team, the professional backgrounds of the team members are not the
same and the “professional language” used is quite different. Therefore, the way in which to develop
the cognition of students in various fields has become key to the success of multidisciplinary design
courses [8,19], and this study aimed to investigate it further.

1.2. Participatory Design

PD originated in Scandinavia between 1970 and 1980. The development of production automation
forced people to believe that automated processes would replace existing labor and cause a lot of
unemployment. Others believed that the purpose of automation was not to replace labor with machinery,
but to treat laborers as experts in the production and use of machines. Through communication
between labor and management, the production process and working environment were improved,
and a democratic political relationship in the workplace was obtained [20]. PD regards users as
experts, and thus the overall design solutions improve with user participation [13]. PD allows product
users a certain degree of leadership in the design process, and grants them the right to control the
final product [21]. Product users play an important role in the design process, as they provide user
experiences and diverse views essential to design [22]. Therefore, if users can participate in all stages
of the design process, they will be promoted from the role of information providers to co-designers.
Consequently, using PD when teaching might promote the transfer of students’ design behaviors into
design practices similar to those of expert designers.

Altogether, the purpose of this study was to examine the effects of PD and multidisciplinary
collaboration on students’ engineering design processes. Through experimental teaching,
we investigated the ability of the teaching model to enhance students’ ability to apply knowledge to
design and their cognitive structure of the overall design process. As such, the research questions of
this study were as follows:
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1. Is there any difference in the overall engineering design behavior frequency distribution of
different collaboration student groups?

2. Is there any difference in the sequential diagram of students’ engineering design behaviors of
different collaboration student groups?

2. Experimental Section

To answer the questions listed above, an ergonomics design course was used to implement the
experimental teaching. Students were grouped into three different combinations (i.e., PD experimental
group, MPD experimental group, and control group). All members of the student teams worked
together through the entire course and were asked to participate in a design workshop in the last week
of the course, which focused on designing portable self-defense whistles for women. The dialogues of
the team members were recorded during the design workshop, and the behavioral sequence analysis
method [23] was used to examine the differences among the engineering design behavior sequences of
the three groups of students.

2.1. Participants and Course

In total, 25 third-year university students participated in this study. Students freely united into
groups with 3–4 students, resulting in the following: (1) a PD experimental group (some students
were target users, i.e., female students, and they were from the same discipline) with three teams
and 12 students; (2) an MPD experimental group (some students were the target users and they were
from different disciplines), with two teams and nine students, and the composition of the students
included the Department of Science and Technology, the Department of Graphic Communication,
the Department of East-Asian Study, and the Department of Earth Sciences; (3) a control group (students
were not the target users and they were from the same discipline), with one team and four students.

At the core of a design course, which is of the utmost importance, is enabling students to acquire
all of the necessary key abilities to practice the complete design process and to achieve innovative
design results [5]. This study took the ergonomics course as an example because (1) ergonomics
knowledge is widely used, so students from different disciplines often elect this course, and (2) this
course combines knowledge teaching, research and a design project, so that students can experience
the process of practical design through learning knowledge and skills.

The entire course lasted 18 weeks, broken down into 3 h a week, i.e., 54 h in total. The course
can be divided into three phases. The first phase (weeks 1–9) involved lecturing. In the first week of
the course, students formed teams for team-building purposes at the very beginning of the course.
In the subsequent 8 weeks, the student teams were asked to discuss questions related to the chapters
of the ergonomics textbook, then the teacher explained the content of the chapter, and together,
the teacher and the students discussed the answers to the questions. Finally, online interactive quiz
games were conducted. The second phase (weeks 10–17) involved ergonomic research. The student
teams conducted studies related to the topics learned from previous chapters, and then discussed their
studies with teachers and presented their progress in class. The third phase (week 18) encompassed a
design workshop, and in this case, the topic was the portable self-defensive whistle design.

2.2. Design and Procedure

In the 18th week of the course, the student teams were asked to cooperate to design a portable
self-defense whistle for females to use in daily life. The teacher of the course started by giving the
students a 30 min brief to introduce the principle of sound for a whistle, the relevant products on the
market, and the occasion of product use. After the brief, the student teams started the engineering
design process by generating design solutions for 90 min. Each student team used mobile phones to
record the entire dialogue of the team members in the design process. All of the student teams drew
their ideas on A4-sized paper and then scanned their drawings using their mobile phones. Finally,
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the audio recording files and the digital drawing files were uploaded to the course’s Moodle system
before the design workshop was finished.

2.3. Analysis Method

All of recorded audio dialogues of the student teams were compiled and coded via coding items
based on the engineering design process proposed in previous studies [9]. The code items are shown
in Table 1. Two authors completed the coding of the student teams’ dialogues separately, and the
interrater Kappa reliability coefficient was 0.938 (p < 0.001), showing high consistency.

Table 1. Codes of the engineering design behavior [9].

Code Design Activity Description

IN Identifying needs Identifying basic needs.
DP Defining problem Defining what the problem really is.
GA Gathering information Collecting information needed to solve the problem.
GI Generating ideas Thinking up potential solutions to the problem.

MO Modeling Detailing how to build a solution to the problem.
FA Feasibility analysis Assessing and passing judgment on a possible or planned solution to the problem.
EV Evaluation Comparing and contrasting solutions to the problem on a particular dimension.
DE Decisions Selecting a solution to the problem.

CO Communication Communicating elements of the design in writing or with oral reports to parties such
as contractors and the community.

NO None None of the above codes apply.

According to the coded results, the frequency and ratio distribution of the engineering design
behaviors were analyzed. Then, lag sequential analysis was conducted [23] and the continuous
significance of each sequence in the engineering design process was found. Finally, a sequential
diagram was drawn to explore the cognitive patterns of these engineering design behaviors.

3. Results

First of all, there were three teams of students in the PD experimental group. The audio recording
files collected 39,894 words, i.e., 2398 dialogues with 1752 design behaviors and 646 non-design
behaviors. The MPD experimental group had two teams, and 21,213 words were collected, i.e.,
2292 dialogues with 1829 design behaviors and 463 non-design behaviors. Finally, the control group
included only one team of students, and a total of 14,697 words were collected, i.e., 848 dialogues with
745 design behaviors and 103 non-design behaviors. In total, 75,804 words were collected, including
5538 dialogues with 4326 design behaviors and 1212 non-design behaviors. The frequency percentages
of the engineering design behaviors are shown in Figure 1 and Table 2.
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Table 2. The detailed percentages (%) of the design behavior frequency of the student groups.

Groups
Identifying

Needs
(IN)

Defining
Problem

(DP)

Gathering
Information

(GA)

Generating
Ideas
(GI)

Feasibility
Analysis

(FA)

Evaluation
(EV)

Decisions
(DE)

Communication
(CO)

None
(NO)

PD group 4.43 18.34 3.99 15.98 13.60 5.33 3.04 8.17 27.12
Team1 5.64 27.92 4.02 11.09 12.81 5.93 2.29 6.69 23.61
Team 2 4.25 14.80 5.61 20.75 16.33 6.12 2.38 5.78 23.98
Team 3 3.40 12.30 2.36 16.10 11.65 3.93 4.45 12.04 33.77

MPD group 7.57 24.18 4.39 16.90 15.65 4.35 1.82 5.87 19.26
Team 1 7.68 15.86 6.19 19.35 16.86 5.55 2.63 2.49 23.40
Team 2 7.45 32.51 2.60 15.45 14.45 3.16 1.02 9.26 15.12

Control group 3.54 33.61 1.89 11.56 16.51 8.61 1.53 10.61 12.15
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3.1. PD Experimental Group

Table 3 shows the proportion of the students’ design behaviors in the PD experimental group.
The students showed frequent design behaviors in the categories of defining the problem (DP) (19.73%),
generating ideas (GI) (15.06%), feasibility analysis (FA) (13.31%) and none (NO) (26.91%), accounting
for approximately 75.01% of the total design behaviors.

Table 3. The frequency percentages (%) of the design behaviors of the students in the PD
experimental group.

Codes IN DP GA GI FA EV DE CO NO

IN 26.36 20.00 0.91 17.27 10.91 1.82 2.73 1.82 18.18
DP 4.65 36.36 3.59 18.18 14.59 6.13 0.85 3.59 12.05
GA 8.60 17.20 22.58 15.05 10.75 6.45 0.00 2.15 17.20
GI 1.66 19.11 3.32 27.70 16.90 5.26 3.60 2.77 19.67
FA 1.88 22.88 4.08 15.05 29.47 8.15 2.82 1.57 14.11
EV 7.03 15.63 3.13 13.28 18.75 10.94 10.94 3.91 16.41
DE 6.94 15.28 1.39 11.11 8.33 5.56 20.83 16.67 13.89
CO 2.04 10.20 2.04 10.20 2.55 1.53 2.55 41.33 27.55
NO 3.26 10.85 3.10 7.60 5.89 3.88 1.40 9.61 54.42

Total 4.59 19.73 3.88 15.06 13.31 5.34 3.00 8.18 26.91

Figure 2 shows a sequential diagram of the students’ engineering design behaviors. As shown,
13 significant behavior sequences existed in the PD experimental group, which included eight
self-iterations, namely, identifying needs ((IN)→IN, DP→DP), gathering information ((GA)→GA,
GI→GI, FA→FA), evaluation ((EV)→EV), decisions ((DE)→DE), communication ((CO)→CO), and five
sequential behavior transfers from DP→GI, GI→FA, FA→EV, EV→DE, and DE→CO. A sequential
behavior transfer from GA→DE was absent.
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3.2. MPD Experimental Group

Table 4 shows the proportions of the design behavior sequences of the students in the MPD
experimental group, finding that the students had frequent design behaviors in DP (22.30%), GI (17.46%),
FA (15.93%) and NO (20.17%), accounting for approximately 75.86% of the total design behaviors.

Figure 3 shows a sequential diagram of the students’ engineering design behaviors. As shown,
10 significant behavior sequences existed in the MPD experimental group—eight iterations, namely,
IN→IN, DP→DP, GA→GA, GI→GI, FA→FA, EV→EV, DE→DE and CO→CO, and two sequential
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behavior transfers from GA→IN and EV→DE. A sequential behavioral transfer from GA→DE
was absent.

Table 4. The frequency percentages (%) of the design behaviors of the students in the MPD
experimental group.

Codes IN DP GA GI FA EV DE CO NO

IN 27.59 21.84 7.47 15.52 6.90 1.15 1.15 2.30 16.09
DP 5.09 39.53 3.13 15.66 12.33 3.91 0.98 3.91 15.46
GA 17.27 20.00 26.36 6.36 10.00 3.64 0.00 0.91 15.45
GI 2.75 19.00 2.75 31.50 18.75 5.50 1.25 2.50 16.00
FA 4.93 14.25 3.01 16.44 35.07 4.38 3.01 2.47 16.44
EV 5.66 16.98 2.83 12.26 13.21 20.75 8.49 1.89 17.92
DE 4.35 26.09 4.35 23.91 4.35 2.17 15.22 2.17 17.39
CO 9.40 21.37 3.42 8.55 4.27 0.85 0.85 32.48 18.80
NO 7.14 14.29 4.55 14.29 11.90 3.90 1.30 6.93 35.71

Total 7.59 22.30 4.80 17.46 15.93 4.63 2.01 5.11 20.17
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3.3. Control Group

Table 5 shows the proportions of the design behavior sequences of the students in the control
group. The students had frequent design behaviors in DP (33.65%), GI (11.57%), FA (16.53%) and NO
(12.04%), accounting for approximately 73.79% of the total design behaviors.

Table 5. The frequency percentages (%) of the design behaviors of the students in the control group.

Codes IN DP GA GI FA EV DE CO NO

IN 26.67 33.33 0.00 3.33 16.67 3.33 3.33 0.00 13.33
DP 1.75 49.47 1.05 12.98 10.53 5.26 0.35 6.67 11.93
GA 0.00 31.25 6.25 18.75 6.25 6.25 0.00 12.50 18.75
GI 2.04 21.43 3.06 13.27 26.53 11.22 1.02 8.16 13.27
FA 2.14 28.57 2.14 13.57 27.14 8.57 2.86 8.57 6.43
EV 2.74 28.77 2.74 8.22 19.18 20.55 2.74 6.85 8.22
DE 0.00 38.46 0.00 7.69 15.38 15.38 15.38 0.00 7.69
CO 3.37 15.73 1.12 10.11 5.62 11.24 1.12 44.94 6.74
NO 6.80 27.18 2.91 8.74 18.45 5.83 0.97 3.88 25.24

Total 3.54 33.65 1.89 11.57 16.53 8.62 1.53 10.63 12.04
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Figure 4 shows a sequential diagram of the students’ engineering design behaviors. As shown,
six significant sequential behaviors existed in the control group. The significant sequences were the
seven iterations of IN→IN, DP→DP, FA→FA, EV→EV, DE→DE and CO→CO, and only one transfer
from GI→FA. The seven sequential behavioral transfers from IN→DE, IN→CO, GA→IN, GA→DE,
DE→IN, DE→GA and DE→CO were absent.Eng 2020, 1, FOR PEER REVIEW 8 
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Figure 4. A sequential diagram of the students’ design behaviors in the control group.

4. Discussion

The overall engineering design behavior frequency distributions of the three student groups were
similar (Figure 1). The design behaviors were mostly concentrated on the same design activities of
DP, GI and FA. That is, the design activities of the three student groups were more active in defining
design problems, generating problem solutions, and discussing the feasibility of their solutions, but less
active in identifying needs (IN), gathering information (GA), evaluation (EV), decisions (DE) and
communication (CO). However, these results only show the distributions of the students’ design
activities at each design stage, and not the transfer relationship between said behaviors. Therefore,
based on the results of the behavior sequence analysis, a further design behavior transfer comparison
of the three student groups was made.

At the core of the engineering design activities is iteration and transfer [6,9,24], which form the
basis and manifestation of the complete engineering design process [24]. Therefore, we used lag
behavior sequence analysis to investigate the engineering design behavior sequences of the students,
and found that although the distributions of students’ engineering behaviors were similar, the sequential
engineering behaviors among the three different student groups were quite different. After comparing
the design behavior patterns of the three student groups, it was found that the students in the PD
experimental group had 13 significant engineering design behavior sequences, whereas students in the
MPD experimental group had 10, and the control group only had 7. This indicates that students in the
PD and MPD experimental groups with users involved in the design process had more significant design
behaviors compared to those in the control group. Moreover, both the PD and the MPD experimental
groups included a significant iterative process in all eight design activities, i.e., each design behavior
was self-repeated multiple times. The control group students’ self-repetitive behaviors in GA and
GI were not significant, which may give rise to insufficient design-related information and a lack of
understanding of product users, which could lead to an inability to truly analyze the feasibility of
the design concept or to determine the final design program. In addition, the results show that the
PD experimental group had five behavior transfers between different design activities, whereas the
MPD experimental group had two and the control group only had one. User participation in design
activities can promote the transfer of students’ design behaviors in the process of engineering design,
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and their ability to carry out more complete design activities. On the other hand, although the MPD
experimental group had a more complete process of performing engineering design activities than the
control group did, it was not better than that of the PD experimental group. Previous studies suggest
that multi-domain team members’ understanding of design contributions affects the performance of
multi-domain cooperation [25]. However, the multidisciplinary effect was only slightly related to
students’ design behaviors in the present study.

Among the eight engineering design activities, there should be 64 sequential design behaviors
(eight iterations and 56 transfers) to reach a complete design process. Although there were not many
significant sequential design behaviors in the three student groups, most design behavior sequences
occurred, and only a few sequential design behaviors did not occur completely. In the PD and MPD
experimental groups, only the design behavior transfer from GA to DE was absent, while six design
behavior transfers in the control group did not occur. Therefore, the experimental groups promoted
more complete design activities than the control group did.

It is worth mentioning that the three student groups had similar non-engineering design behaviors
(i.e., the group members chatted or digressed frequently). Previous studies indicate that discussion and
social conversations related to the topic are mostly intertwined. This kind of social conversation can
promote group identity [26], but generally speaking, if the group discusses outside the topic frequently,
it has a negative impact on the quality of the design process.

5. Conclusions and Future Study

Based on the above discussion, the conclusions of this study are as follows.
Design teaching often takes students’ design works as the basis for evaluating learning effectiveness,

but learning to implement a complete design procedure is an important basis for design teaching.
This study suggests that only evaluating the students’ design works ignores the integrity of the
students’ engineering design process. Thus, we recommend a deeper focus on the evaluation of design
process learning.

Sequential design behaviors, including iterations and transfers, are an important basis for design
activities in terms of obtaining better design results [9]. In evaluating learning engineering design,
we should not only pay attention to the proportion of various design activities being implemented,
but also focus on the iterative behaviors between the same design activity and the transfer between
different design activities. This ensures that students generate a complete design process to reach
better design outcomes.

The results of this study show that user participation in the design process can promote a more
complete design behavior. In contrast, the impact of multidisciplinary cooperation on engineering
design activities was small in this study, and the reasons for this need to be elucidated in further studies.

This study recorded the design behavior of student groups in the form of a two-hour workshop.
Based on the results, a long-term longitudinal study on engineering behavior might be needed in
the future.
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